MORE TECHNOLOGY, MORE POWER–NOT MORE COST

No matter what size your business, when smoke and fire threaten critical assets … accurate, detailed information and quick reaction time are crucial. Fike has expanded its full line of intelligent fire suppression control products, to include the powerful, cost-effective Cheetah Xi 50, ideal for stand-alone applications.

Split-Second Speed

Cuts alarm response time between manual pull station and strobe activation to as little as one-quarter second! When it comes to saving lives or property, split seconds count.

Flexibility

Get exactly the protection you need by combining any 50 intelligent, Eclipse-based sensors including photoelectric, ionization, photoelectric duct, heat sensors; or modules such as the monitor, mini-monitor, relay, intelligent pull station, control modules and releasing module.

Intelligence

The revolutionary Eclipse™ protocol allows for peer-to-peer, intelligent, bi-directional communication between the control panel and devices, and between the intelligent devices themselves. And each of these system devices is capable of generating accurate and highly detailed information – such as the exact location of a fire, alarm history, custom messages, maintenance warnings and pre-alarms.
The Cheetah Xi gives you the freedom to design the ideal system for your facility. Each system comes standard with two Signaling Line Circuits (expandable to four loops) that support 254 devices each. And you can network up to 128 Cheetah Xi's and/or the Fike CyberCat fire alarm panels, for up to any combination of 130,048 sensors and modules!

Now, the addition of the Cheetah Xi 50, brings all that power and technology to stand-alone or smaller business applications. The Cheetah Xi 50- intelligent fire suppression system is flexible, fast and efficient, in an economical package.

Same Speed. Same Intelligence. Same Great Value.

The CheetahXi 50-point intelligent suppression system includes:

- 5.25 amp power supply
- 80-character LCD Display
- Optional internal point ID DACT
- SLC loop has a maximum length of 12,000 ft.
- Supports 50 devices, with any combination of sensors or modules
- Positive alarm sequence
- Acclimate Operation for Sensors
- Auto Learn Function
- USB Port for Programming
- And many, many more features...

Designed for use in stand-alone applications, the powerful Cheetah Xi 50 is the right choice for your next installation of Fire Alarm, Clean Agent Fire Suppression, Linear Heat Detection, Carbon Dioxide Fire Suppression, Watermist systems, Sprinklers and Sprinkler/Pre-action fire detection and control.

All Fike Panels are UL 9th Edition Compliant.